Given a point-line geometry Γ and a pappian projective space S, a veronesean embedding of Γ in S is an injective map e from the point-set of Γ to the set of points of S mapping the lines of Γ onto non-singular conics of S and such that e(Γ) spans S. In this paper we study veronesean embeddings of the dual polar space ∆n associated to a non-singular quadratic form q of Witt index n ≥ 2 in V = V (2n + 1, F). Three such embeddings are considered, namely the Grassmann embedding ε gr n which maps a maximal singular subspace v1, ..., vn of V (namely a point of ∆n) to the point
of ∆n in PG(2 n − 1, F) with the quadric veronesean map ν2n : V (2 n , F) → V (
, F), and a third embeddingεn defined algebraically in the Weyl module V (2λn), where λn is the fundamental dominant weight associated to the n-th simple root of the root system of type Bn. We shall prove thatεn and ε vs n are isomorphic. If char(F) = 2 then V (2λn) is irreducible andεn is isomorphic to ε gr n while if char(F) = 2 then ε gr n is a proper quotient ofεn. In this paper we shall study some of these submodules. Finally we turn to universality, focusing on the case of n = 2. We prove that if F is a finite field of odd order q > 3 then ε sv 2 is relatively universal. On the contrary, if char(F) = 2 then ε vs 2 is not universal. We also prove that if F is a perfect field of characteristic 2 then ε 1 Introduction
Projective and veronesean embeddings
We firstly recall a few basics on projective embeddings. A projective embedding of a point-line geometry Γ = (P, L) in the projective space PG(V ) of a vector space V is an injective mapping ε from the point-set P of Γ to the set of points of PG(V ) such that ε maps every line of Γ surjectively onto a line of PG(V ) and ε(P) spans PG(V ). Henceforth we will freely commit the abuse of regarding V as the codomain of ε instead of PG(V ), thus writing ε : Γ → V instead of ε : Γ → PG(V ). Accordingly, if p ∈ P, we regard ε(p) as a 1-dimensional subspace of V and we take the dimension of V as the dimension dim(ε) of ε.
If F is the underlying division ring of V then we say that ε is defined over F, also that ε is a projective F-embedding for short.
Given two projective F-embeddings ε 1 : Γ → V 1 and ε 2 : Γ → V 2 , a morphism f : ε 1 → ε 2 from ε 1 to ε 2 is a semi-linear mapping f : V 1 → V 2 such that ε 2 = f · ε 1 . Note that, since ε 2 (P) = V 2 , the equality ε 2 = f · ε 1 forces f : V 1 → V 2 to be surjective. If f is bijective then f is called an isomorphism. When ε 1 and ε 2 are isomorphic we write ε 1 ∼ = ε 2 . Note that if a morphism f : ε 1 → ε 2 exists then f is uniquely determined modulo scalars. If a morphism exists from ε 1 to ε 2 then we write ε 1 ≥ ε 2 . When ε 1 ≥ ε 2 but ε 1 ∼ = ε 2 we write ε 1 > ε 2 .
If f : V 1 → V 2 is a morphism from ε 1 to ε 2 then V 2 ∼ = V 1 /ker(f ) and an embedding ε 1 /ker(f ) : Γ → PG(V 1 /ker(f )) can be defined mapping every point p ∈ P of Γ to ε 1 (p), ker(f ) /ker(f ). We say that ε 1 /ker(f ) is a quotient of ε 1 . Clearly, if f : V 1 → V 2 is a morphism from ε 1 to ε 2 then ε 2 ∼ = ε 1 /ker(f ). In view of this fact, we take the liberty to call ε 2 a quotient of ε 1 (a proper quotient if ε 1 ∼ = ε 2 ). We also call the morphism f : ε 1 → ε 2 the projection of ε 1 onto ε 2 .
Following Kasikova and Shult [18] , we say that a projective embedding of a point-line geometry Γ is relatively universal when it is not a proper quotient of any other projective embedding of Γ. Every projective embedding ε of Γ admits a hullε, uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the following property:ε is a projective embedding of Γ, ε is a quotient ofε and we haveε ≥ ε ′ for every projective embedding ε ′ of Γ such that ε ′ ≥ ε (see Ronan [22] , where a construction of the hull of a projective embedding by means of a suitable presheaf of 1-and 2-dimensional F-vector spaces is also given). Clearly, the hull ε of ε is relatively universal. A projective embedding is relatively universal if and only if it is its own hull.
A projective F-embeddingε of Γ is absolutely universal if all projective Fembeddings of Γ are quotients ofε. The absolutely universal projective Fembedding of Γ, if it exists, is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms. It is the hull of all projective F-embeddings of Γ. Obviously, every absolutely universal projective embedding is relatively universal. If Γ admits the absolutely universal projective F-embedding then the converse also holds true: all relatively universal projective F-embeddings of Γ are absolutely universal.
Given an embedding ε : Γ → V and an automorphism g of Γ, a lifting of g through ε is a semi-linear mapping ε(g) : V → V such that ε(g) · ε = ε · g. The lifting ε(g) of g, if it exists, is uniquely determined modulo scalars. Clearly, it is invertible. Given a group G acting on Γ as a group of automorphisms, the embedding ε is said to be G-homogeneous if for every g ∈ G the automorphism of Γ induced by g lifts through ε to a semi-linear map of V . It is easy to see that if ε is relatively universal then it is Aut(Γ)-homogeneous.
We now turn to veronesean embeddings. Veronesean embeddings are defined just like projective embeddings except that they map lines onto conics. Explicitly, a veronesean embedding of a point-line geometry Γ = (P, L) in (the projective space PG(V ) of) a vector space V defined over a commutative di-vision ring (namely a field) is an injective mapping ε from the point-set P of Γ to the set of points of PG(V ) such that ε maps every line of Γ onto a nonsingular conic of PG(V ), ε(p) ∩ ε(l) = 0 for every non-incident point-line pair (p, l) and ε(P) spans PG(V ). All definitions and conventions stated for projective embeddings can be rephrased for veronesean embeddings word by word. A few minor modifications are needed only in the construction of the hull of a veronesean embedding by means of a presheaf: now we need a presheaf of 1-and 3-dimensional vector spaces (see [20] , where the hulls we are interested in here are called linear hulls).
When F is a perfect field of characteristic 2 we can also define morphisms from a veronesean F-embedding ε 1 : Γ → V 1 to a projective F-embedding ε 2 : Γ → V 2 . Such a morphism is a semi-linear mapping f : V 1 → V 2 such that for every line l of Γ, ker(f ) ∩ ε 1 (l) is the nucleus n l of the conic ε 1 (l) and ε 2 (l) is canonically isomorphic to the set of lines of ε 1 (l) through n l . Note that each of those lines meets ε 1 (l) in a point, since F is assumed to be perfect.
A situation like the above can also be considered when F is a non-perfect field of characteristic 2, but in that case ε 2 is a lax embedding, where the image ε 2 (l) of a line l of Γ is a possibly proper subset of a line of PG(V 2 ). However, we prefer to keep lax embeddings out of the scope of this paper.
The geometries and the embeddings to be considered in this paper
Let V := V (2n + 1, F) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional vector space over a field F and q a non singular quadratic form of V of Witt index n ≥ 2. Let ∆ the building of type B n where the elements of type k = 1, 2, ..., n (k-elements for short) are the k-dimensional subspaces of V totally singular for q, with containment as the incidence relation.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the k-shadow of a flag F of ∆ is the set of k-elements incident to F . The k-grassmannian ∆ k of ∆ is the point-line geometry defined as follows. The points of ∆ k are the k-elements of ∆. When 1 < k < n the lines of ∆ k are the k-shadows of the flags of ∆ of type {k − 1, k + 1}. The lines of ∆ 1 are the 1-shadows of the 2-elements of ∆. The lines of ∆ n are the n-shadows of the (n − 1)-elements of ∆. For such an element X, let l X be its n-shadow. Then
where X ⊥ is the orthogonal of X with respect to q. (Recall that X is an (n − 1)-dimensional totally singular subspace of V .) The vector space X ⊥ /X is 3-dimensional and l X is a non-singular conic in the projective plane PG(X ⊥ /X). The geometry ∆ n is called a dual polar space of type B n , while ∆ 1 is the polar space associated to the building ∆.
In this paper we are mainly interested in the dual polar space ∆ n and its veronesean embeddings. Let W n := n V . We recall that dim(
The points of ∆ n are the n-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V . The Grassmann embedding e gr n of ∆ n maps every such subspace v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n to the point v 1 ∧ v 2 ∧ . . . ∧ v n of PG(W n ). If X is an (n − 1)-element of ∆ then the set of points ε gr n (l X ) = {ε gr n (Y )} Y ∈lX is a non-degenerate conic of PG(W n ). So, ε gr n is a veronesean embedding of ∆ n in the subspace ε gr n (∆ n ) of W n spanned by ε gr n (∆ n ), where we take the liberty of using the symbol ∆ n to denote also the point-set of the geometry ∆ n . As proved in [8] , if char(F) = 2 then ε gr n (∆ n ) = W n while if char(F) = 2 then ε gr n (∆ n ) is a subspace of W n of codimension equal to 2n+1 n−2 . The dual polar space ∆ n also admits a projective embedding, namely the spin embedding ε spin n : ∆ n → V (2 n , F). We refer the reader to Buekenhout and Cameron [5] for a concise description of this embedding. It is worth mentioning that when char(F) = 2 the embedding ε spin n is relatively universal (Blok and Brouwer [2] ; also Cooperstein and Shult [12] ). Hence it is absolutely universal, since ∆ n admits the absolutely universal embedding (Kasikova and Shult [18] ).
Let ν 2 n be the usual quadric veronesean map from V (2 n , F) to V (
The mapping ν 2 n defines a veronesean embedding of the point-line geometry
, F), which we also denote by the symbol ν 2 n . The composition ε vs n := ν 2 n · ε spin n is a veronesean embedding of ∆ n in a subspace of V (
, F). We call it the veronesean-spin embedding of ∆ n . Before describing the third veronesean embedding of ∆ n we must fix some notation for groups. Throughout this paper G := Spin(2n + 1, F) is the spin group of rank n defined over F. Thus, G is the universal Chevalley group of type B n defined over F. The adjoint group of type B n is G := SO(2n + 1, F) (= PSO(2n + 1, F)). We recall that if char(F) = 2 then G is a non-split central extension of G by a group of order 2 while if char(F) = 2 then G = G.
Each of the embeddings ε gr n , ε spin n and ε vs n considered so far is G-homogeneous. The vector space V (2 n , F), regarded as a G-module via ε spin n , is called the spin module. We shall denote it by the symbol W spin n . We call the codomains ε gr n (∆ n ) and ε vs n (∆ n ) of ε gr n and ε vs n the grassmann module and the veronesespin module respectively and we denote them by the symbols W is not a G-module.
We now turn to the third veronesean embedding of ∆ n . Let λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ n be the fundamental dominant weights for the root system of type B n , numbered in the usual way (see the picture at the beginning of this subsection). For λ = λ n or λ = 2·λ n , let V (λ) be the Weyl G-module with highest weight λ. An embedding ε λ of ∆ n into V (λ) can be created as follows. Let v 0 be a highest weight vector of V (λ). Then the G-orbit of v 0 corresponds to the set of points of ∆ n and, if P n is the minimal fundamental parabolic subgroup of G of type n and L 0 is the P n -orbit of v 0 , then the G-orbit of L 0 corresponds to the set of lines of ∆ n . If X is the point of ∆ n corresponding to v 0 , then ε λ maps g(X) to g( v 0 ), for every g ∈ G. It is well known that ε λn ∼ = ε spin n , namely V (λ n ) ∼ = W spin n . On the other hand, ε 2λn is veronesean, as one can see by computing L 0 explicitly. We denote ε 2λn by the symbolε n and we call it the veronesean Weyl embedding of ∆ n .
We have dim(V (2λ n )) = 2n+1 n , as one can check by using the Weyl dimension formula (see e.g. Humphreys [16, 24.3] ). Hence dim(ε n ) = 2n+1 n . It is known that ε gr n ≤ε n . More explicitly, if char(F) = 2 then ε
n is a proper quotient ofε n (see [8] ), namely W gr n is a proper quotient of V (2λ n ). In this case, if π : V (2λ n ) → W gr n is the projection ofε n onto ε gr n then dim(ker(π)) = 2n+1 n−2 . Sometimes in this paper we must consider also the Grassmann embedding ε gr k and the Weyl embeddingε k of ∆ k for some k < n. They are defined in the same way as ε gr n andε n but for replacing W n with W k := k V and V (2λ n ) with V (λ k ). The embeddings ε gr k andε k are projective and dim(ε k ) = 2n+1 k . Clearly, ε gr 1 =ε 1 . The embedding ε gr 1 is absolutely universal (Tits [26, chapter 8] ). Let 1 < k < n. In this case, if char(F) = 2 then ε gr k =ε k while if char(F) = 2 then ε gr k is a proper quotient ofε k (see [8] ). It is worth mentioning that when F is either a perfect field of positive characteristic or a number field and either k = 2 < n or k = 3 < n thenε k is absolutely universal [8] .
When F is a perfect field of characteristic 2 the building ∆ is isomorphic to the building of type C n associated to a non-degenerate alternating form α on V := V (2n, F), the elements of ∆ of type k being now regarded as k-subspaces of V totally isotropic for α. Thus, we can also define a projective embedding ε
is a quotient of ε sp n (Blok, Cardinali and De Bruyn [3] , see also Cardinali and Lunardon [7] ). Actually ε
When 2 < |F| < ∞ we can say more: in that case ε sp n is the hull of ε spin n (Cooperstein [11] ). Finally, let n = 2. In this case ε
Results
We have previously remarked that ε gr n ≤ε n and ε gr n ∼ =εn if and only if char(F) = 2. The following will be proved in Section 2. In other words, V (2λ n ) and W vs n are isomorphic as G-modules. The G-module V (2λ n ) ( ∼ = W vs n ) is irreducible if and only if char(F) = 2 (see [8] ). In the sequel we shall focus on the case of char(F) = 2, but before turning to that case we need to recall a few properties of quadric veronesean maps. F) spanned by the nuclei of the conics ν d+1 (l), for l a line of PG(d, F) (Thas and Van Maldeghem [24] ). We have
vs n and N 2 := n lX X∈∆n−1 , where X ranges in the set of (n − 1)-elements of ∆, l X is the line of ∆ n corresponding to X (see (1) of Subsection 1.2) and n lX is the nucleus of the conic ε vs n (l X ). Clearly, N 1 ⊇ N 2 and both these subspaces are stabilized by the group G = Spin(2n + 1, F). We can also define two mappings ε The next lemma, to be proved in Section 3, allows us to define one more
In other words, if n = 2 then ι 1 (∆ 1 ) is a copy of the quadric ∆ 1 ∼ = Q(4, F) in PG(N 2 ) ∼ = PG(4, F). One of the points of PG(N 2 ) is the nucleus of the quadric ι 1 (∆ 1 ).
Let now n > 2. Given a k-element X of ∆ with k ≤ n − 2, let Res + (X) be the upper residue of X in ∆, formed by the elements of ∆ of type i > k incident with X. Then Res + (X) is a building of type B n−k with {k + 1, ..., n} as the set of types. We can define the n-grassmannian Res + n (X) of Res + (X) by taking the n-elements of Res + (X) as points of Res + n (X) and the lines of ∆ n contained in Res + (X) as lines of Res + n (X). When k = n − 2 we denote Res + n (X) by the symbol Q X and we call it a quad of ∆ n . We have dim( ε spin n (Q X ) ) = 4, namely ε spin n embeds Q X as a copy of the symplectic generalized quadrangle W (3, F) in the 4-space ε spin n (Q X ) . By Lemma 2, ι n−1 (Q X ) is a copy of Q(4, F) in the 5-dimensional subspace ι n−1 (Q X ) of PG(W vs n ). We denote by n QX the nucleus of the quadric ι n−1 (Q X ) in ι n−1 (Q X ) and we put N 3 = n QX X∈∆n−2 . Clearly, N 3 is a subspace of N 2 and it is stabilized by G.
We denote by ι n−2 : ∆ n−2 → N 3 the mapping which maps every X ∈ ∆ n−2 onto n QX . We also denote by ε vs n /N 3 the function which maps X of ∆ n onto ε vs n (X), N 3 /N 3 for every point X of ∆ n . We extend this latter notation to the case of n = 2 by stating that in that case N 3 is the nucleus of ι 1 (∆ 1 ). 
We shall prove this theorem in Section 3. Perhaps some of the claims gathered in Theorem 3 also hold when F is non-perfect. In particular, we make no use of the hypothesis that F is perfect in the proof of (4). On the other hand, if F is non-perfect then ε vs n /N 1 and ε vs n /N 2 are lax embeddings. Thus, (2) and that part of (3) that deals with ε vs n /N 2 are false when F is non-perfect. The next theorem, which also will be proved in Section 3, contains a complete description of the module W vs n ∼ = V (2λ n ) when n ≤ 3. We will exploit it to prove some of the claims of Theorem 3. 
In Section 4 we address the problem of the universality ofε n . We focus on the case of n = 2, proving the following two theorems.
Theorem 5 Let n = 2. Let F be a finite field of odd order |F| > 3. Thenε 2 is relatively universal.
Theorem 6 Let n = 2 and char(F) = 2. Thenε 2 is not relatively universal.
We are presently unable to say so much on the case of n > 2. The following is the only result that we can offer for that case.
Theorem 7 Let F be a perfect field of characteristic 2. Thenε n is not relatively universal, for any n ≥ 2.
Conjectures and problems
Conjectures. (1) Let F be a perfect field of characteristic 2 and let n > 3.
The hypothesis that F is perfect is superfluous in Theorem 7.
(4) If char(F) = 2 and F = F 3 thenε n is relatively universal, for any n ≥ 2.
Problems. (1) Is the assumption |F| > 3 really necessary in Theorem 5? (2) Does ∆ n admit the absolutely universal veronesean embedding?
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we will freely use various notions and results from the theory of Chevalley groups and their Lie algebras. We mainly rely on Steinberg [23] , Carter [9] and Humphreys [16] , [17] for this matter.
We recall that Chevalley groups are firstly defined over the complex field C. Given a (simple) Lie algebra L C over C and an irreducible L C -module V C (λ) with highest weight λ, the subgroup G C of SL(V C (λ)) generated by the exponential maps e
Xαt (for α a root) is the complex Chevalley group associated to L C (and λ). In order to replace C with an arbitrary field [23] or Carter [9] for more details). Chevalley groups can also be obtained in a different way, as F-rational subgroups of (almost simple) algebraic groups defined over the algebraic closure F of F (see e.g. Humphreys [17] .) We will not make use of this latter perspective in this paper except in one occasion in Subsection 2.1.3 (and with F = F = C).
Preliminaries

A result on quadric veronesean maps
We will firstly prove an analog of Theorem 1 for the veronesean embedding ν m :
Let ω 1 , ω 2 , ..., ω m−1 be the fundamental dominant weights for the root system of type A m−1 , m ≥ 3. The nodes of the diagram A m−1 are numbered in the usual way:
Put ω = 2 · ω 1 and let V F (ω) be the Weyl module for SL(m, F) with ω as the highest weight. We put F as a subscript in the symbol V F (ω) in order to keep a record of the field F in our notation. We shall adopt this expedient for nearly all symbols in this section. Proof. We firstly assume that
be the Lie algebra of SL(m, C), where H is the Cartan subalgebra, Φ is the set of all roots and X α is the 1-dimensional subalgebra of L C corresponding to the root α. Let Z C (ω) be the cyclic L C -module associated to ω and v 0 a highest weight vector of Z C (ω). We recall that Z C (ω) admits a unique maximal proper submodule J C (ω) and
As W C is an SL(m, C)-module the algebra L C also acts on W C . Explicitly, given a basis {e 1 , ..., e m } of V (m, C) the vectors of W C can be regarded as linear combinations of the vectors e i ⊗ e i for i = 1, ..., m and e i ⊗ e j + e j ⊗ e i for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. Thus, the set
can be taken as a basis of W C . Identifying L C = sl(m, C) with the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of V (m, C) with null trace, if a ∈ L C then a(e i ⊗ e i ) = a(e i ) ⊗ e i + e i ⊗ a(e i ), a(e i ⊗ e j + e j ⊗ e i ) = a(e i ) ⊗ e j + e i ⊗ a(e j ) + a(e j ) ⊗ e i + e j ⊗ a(e i ).
We can assume to have chosen the decomposition L C = H ⊕ (⊕ α∈Φ X α ) so that for i = 1, 2, ..., m − 1 the 1-dimensional summand X αi corresponding to the simple root α i is the set of endomorphisms a of V (m, C) such that a(e i+1 ) ∈ e i and a(e j ) = 0 for j = i + 1.
, as one can see by using the Weyl dimension formula.
Before replacing C with an arbitrary field F we must turn from C to the ring of integers Z. To this aim, let U C be the enveloping (associative) algebra of L C , let {α 1 , ..., α m−1 } be the set of simple roots and choose a Chevalley basis {h 1 , ..., h m−1 , x 1 , ..., x m−1 , y 1 , ..., y m−1 } of L C , where h i ∈ H, x i ∈ X αi and y i ∈ X −αi for i = 1, ..., m − 1. Regarding U C as a ring, let U Z be the subring of U C generated by the elements of the following form
for nonnegative integers r 1 , ..., r m−1 , s 1 , ..., s m−1 , t 1 , ..., t m−1 . We recall that
where ι is the identity element of
. Let B be a basis of the lattice V Z (ω). Thus B is a basis of the Z-module V Z (ω) as well as a basis of the C-vector space V C (ω). Since ϕ C is an isomorphism, the set B := ϕ Z (B) is a basis of the Z-module W Z as well as of the C-vector space W C . Let now F be an arbitrary field. Then
, where integers are taken modulo p = char(F) if char(F) > 0. Note that B is a basis of the F-vector space F ⊗ Z V Z (ω). Keeping the symbolv 0 to denote the vector of W F defined in the same way asv 0 in W C , the U Z -orbit ofv 0 spans W F . Hence
Remark. When char(F) = 2 the module W F is reducible. Indeed it admits an m 2 -dimensional submodule, spanned by the vectors e i ⊗ e j + e j ⊗ e i for i < j. This submodule corresponds to the submodule of V F (ω) spanned by the
Notation
Let m = 2 n and let ω 1 , ..., ω 2 n −1 be the fundamental dominant weights of the root system of type A 2 n −1 . Let λ 1 , ..., λ n be the fundamental dominant weights for the root system of type B n , as in the introduction of this paper. The vector space V (2 n , F) supports both the Weyl module V F (ω 1 ) for SL(2 n , F) and the spin module V F (λ n ). Clearly, V F (2λ n ) is the module denoted by V (2λ n ) in the introduction of this paper.
We denote the group Spin(2n + 1, F) by G F and we put L F := SL(2 n , F), for short. We will use the symbol W vs F to denote the G F -module ε vs n (V F (λ n )) and we denote the L F -module ν 2 n (V F (ω 1 ) by W F , consistently with the notation of the previous subsection. Clearly, W F is also a (reducible) G F -module. We recall that W F ∼ = V F (2ω 1 ) by Theorem 2.1.
A few results on
The group G F acts faithfully on V (2 n , F) as a subgroup of L F . So, for the rest of this section we regard G F as a subgroup of L F .
Lemma 2.2 For any field F, every maximal split torus of
Proof. It suffices to prove that every maximal split torus of G F stabilizes all 1-dimensional subspaces e 1 , ..., e 2 n for a suitable basis
, where e 1 , ..., e 2 n are the images under ε spin of the n-elements of an apartment of the B n -building ∆.
If n = 2 then G F is the symplectic group Sp(4, F) in its natural action on V (4, F). In this case the claim is obvious. Let n > 2 and let T be a maximal split torus of G F . Then T is the stabilizer of two opposite chambers C 1 and C 2 of ∆. Equivalently, T stabilizes all chambers of the unique apartment of ∆ contaning C 1 and C 2 . Let p 1 and p 2 be the elements of type 1 of C 1 and C 2 respectively. Let C for a basis
, where ∆ n (p 1 ) stands for the set of points of ∆ ′ , namely the set of n-elements of ∆ incident to p 1 . Moreover, taking {2, 3, ..., n} as the set of types of ∆ ′ , the subspaces e 1,1 , ..., e 1,2 n−1 correspond to the n-elements of the apartment of ∆ ′ containing C 1 \{p 1 } and C
) and the subspaces e 2,1 , ..., e 2,2 n−1 correspond to the nelements of the apartment of Res ∆ (p 2 ) contaning C 2 \ {p 2 } and C
The 1-subspaces e 1,1 , ..., e 1,2 n−1 , e 2,1 , ..., e 2,2 n−1 correspond to the nelements of the apartment of ∆ containing C 1 and C 2 . Moreover the dual polar space ∆ n is generated by ∆ n (p 1 ) ∪ ∆ n (p 2 ) (see Blok and Brouwer [2] , also Cooperstein and Shult [12] ). On the other hand,
It is well known that G C is a closed subgroup of L C in the Zariski topology (see e.g. Cassels [10, Chapter 10] ). The Lie algebra L • C is supported by the tangent space of G C at the identity element, which is a subspace of the tangent space of L C at the identity element. Thus the inclusion 
Proof. Let u 0 be a highest weight vector of V C (λ n ). We may assume that, given two opposite chambers C 1 and C 2 of ∆ as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the vector u 0 spans the image under ε spin n of the element of C 1 of type n and that H • C is associated to the maximal split torus of G C stabilizing all chambers of the apartment A of ∆ containing C 1 and C 2 . We can also assume that H C is associated to the maximal split torus of L C stabilizing the images under ε spin n of the n-elements of A (see the proof of Lemma 2.2). Hence H • C ⊆ H C and u 0 can be taken as a highest weight vector of
This proves the first claim of the Lemma. The second claim immediately follows from the first one. ✷
Proof of Theorem 1
The case F = C
Modulo a suitable choice of a BN -pair in G C and L C , any of the vectors representing a point of ∆ n can be chosen as a highest weight vector of V C (λ n ) and any non-zero vector of V (2 n , C) can be chosen as a highest weight vector for V C (ω 1 ). Thus, we may assume to have chosen the same vector u 0 of V (2 n , C) as a highest weight vector of either V C (λ n ) and V C (ω 1 ) as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. The quadric veronesean map ν 2 n is defined modulo the choice of a basis B of V (2 n , C). We may assume to have chosen B in such a way that u 0 is the first element of B. So,
Let v 0 be a highest weight vector of V C (2ω 1 ) and v
• 0 a highest weight vector of V C (2λ n ). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let f C be the homomorphism from Z C (2ω 1 ) to W C mapping v 0 ontov 0 and let ϕ C be the isomorphism from
Denote by Φ and Φ • the root systems of type A 2 n −1 and B n respectively, let Φ + and Φ
• + be the set of positive roots in Φ and Φ
• . Then
where X α and X
• α are the 1-dimensional subalgebras of L C and L
• C associated to the roots.
As u 0 is a highest weight vector for both V C (ω 1 ) and V C (λ n ), we have X α (u 0 ) = X 
. Then K is contained in the largest proper submodule J C (2λ n ) of Z C (2λ n ). On the other hand K has finite index in Z C (2λ n ), since dim(W vs C ) is finite. Therefore, by Weyl's theorem, if K is properly contained in J C (2λ n ) then Z C (2λ n ) splits as a direct sum of two submodules X and Y where Y = J C (2λ n )/K and X ∼ = Z C (2λ n )/J C (2λ n ) ∼ = V C (2λ n ). However, if so, then K + X is a proper submodule of Z C (2λ n ) not contained in J C (2λ n ). This contradicts the maximality of J C (2λ n ). Therefore K = J C (2λ n ), namely
ϕ C is an isomorphism. This is enough to prove Theorem 1 when F = C.
The general case
Let now F be an arbitrary field. As G F is a subgroup of L F and the G F orbit of v 0 spans V F (2λ n ), we can still assume that V F (2λ n ) is contained in V F (2ω 1 ). The mapping ϕ F defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is an isomorphism from V F (2ω 1 ) to W F . Clearly, it induces an isomorphism from the G F -submodule of V F (2ω 1 ) spanned by the G F -orbit of v 0 to the G F -submodule of W F spanned by the G F -orbit ofv 0 . The G F -submodule of V F (2ω 1 ) spanned by the G F -orbit of v 0 is the same as V F (2λ n ), as noticed above, while the G F -submodule of W F spanned by the
Proof of Theorems and 4
Throughout this section char(F) = 2. We recall that ε vs n ∼ =εn, by Theorem 1. As for notation and terminology, in general we will stick to the notation for vector spaces, but from time to time we will also use some terminology from projective geometry. The context will help avoid any ambiguity. Anyway, the symbol dim(.) will always denote vector dimensions, even when we are using a projective terminology. We will freely use the symbol ∆ n to denote both the point-line geometry ∆ n and its point-set. The context will make it clear in which sense that symbol is taken.
The subspaces N 1 , N 2 and N 3 of W vs n and the mappings ι n−1 and ι n−2 are defined as in Subsection 1.3. As in that subsection, for a line l of ∆ n we denote by n l the nucleus of the conic C l := ε vs n (l). This section is organized as follows. We shall firstly prove Lemma 2 and part (1) of Theorem 4. Next we prove claims (1)-(4) of Theorem 3. After that, we turn to part (2) of Theorem 4. We will use it to prove claim (5) of Theorem 3.
Proof of Lemma 2
Let n = 2. Then the points of ε spin 2 (∆ 2 ) are the points of PG(3, F) and the lines of ε spin 2 (∆ 2 ) are the projective lines of PG(3, F) that are totally isotropic for a non-degenerate alternating form α of V (4, F). We may assume that α admits the following expression with respect to the natural basis of V (4, F): α((x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ), (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 )) = x 1 y 4 + x 2 y 3 + x 3 y 2 + x 4 y 1 .
The quadric veronesean map ν 4 maps (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) onto (x i,j ) 1≤i≤j≤4 where x i,j = x i x j . If l is a line of PG(3, F) totally isotropic for α then the nucleus n l of the conic ν 4 (l) belongs to the 5-dimensional subspace S of V (10, F) defined by the following equations:
Proof of part (1) of Theorem 4
Let n = 2 but now assume that F is perfect. We know from [8] 
Proof of claims (1)-(4) of Theorem 3
Throughout this section F is assumed to be perfect.
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that ε vs n (X) ∈ PG(N 1 ) for some point X ∈ ∆ n . By the transitivity of G on ∆ n and since G stabilizes N 1 we obtain that ε vs n (∆ n ) ⊆ PG(N 1 ). Therefore, W Proof. By definition, n l ∈ N 1 . Suppose that dim( C l ∩ N 1 ) > 1. Then C l ∩ N 1 contains a projective line n through n l . As F is perfect, n is tangent to C l at a projective point x. Since C l = ε vs n (l), we have x = ε vs n (X) for a point X ∈ l. However n ⊆ N 1 . Hence ε vs n (X) ∈ ε vs n (∆ n ) ∩ PG(N 1 ), a contradiction with Lemma 3.1. Therefore dim(
Proof. The proof is straightforward. We leave it for the reader. ✷ and let S = z 1 , z 2 , n l . Clearly S ⊆ N 1 . Hence PG(S) ∩ C l = ∅ by Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, S contains the nucleus n l of C l . If dim(S ∩ C l ) > 1 then S contains a line tangent to C l (because F is perfect), contrary to the fact that PG(S) ∩ C l = ∅. Hence dim(S ∩ C l ) = 1, namely S ∩ C l = n l . However S is contained in C l , ε vs n (X) and dim( C l , ε vs n (X) ) = 4. Therefore dim(S) = 2, namely S is a projective line. Thus, z 1 , z 2 and n l are collinear. It follows that the projective plane ε (1) and (3) of Theorem 3. We shall now turn to claim (2), but we firstly recall a few definitions on hyperplanes and projective embeddings of dual polar spaces. We recall that a hyperplane of a point-line geometry Γ = (P, S) is a proper subset H of the point-set P of Γ such that for every line l ∈ L either |l ∩H| = 1 or l ⊆ H. Assume that Γ is a dual polar space. Then for every point x ∈ P the set H x of points of Γ at non-maximal distance from x is a hyperplane of Γ. It is called a singular hyperplane. Let ε : Γ → W be a projective embedding of Γ, for a vector space W . We say that a hyperplane H of Γ arises from ε if ε(H) spans a hyperplane of W . The embedding ε is said to be polarized if every singular hyperplane of Γ arises from ε. Proof. Let n = 2. Then ∆ 2 is isomorphic to the generalized quadrangle W (3, F) associated to Sp(4, F) and ε spin 2 embeds ∆ 2 as W (3, F) in PG(3, F). All points of PG(3, F) belong to W (3, F). Hence ε vs 2 (∆ 2 ) = ν 4 (PG (3, F) ). Accordingly, N 1 is equal to the nucleus subspace N of V (10, F) relative to ν 4 . The latter has codimension 4 in V (10, F) (Thas and Van Maldeghem [24] ; we warn that only finite fields of even order are considered in [24] , but the above cited result, likewise most of what is said in [24] , also holds for any perfect field of characteristic 2). So, dim(ε . ✷
We are now ready to prove claim (2) of Theorem 3.
Proof. We have dim(ε vs n /N 1 ) = 2 n by Corollary 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and De Bruyn [13, Theorem 1.6]. On the other hand, every polarized projective embedding of ∆ n has dimension at least 2 n by De Bruyn and Pasini [14] . Moreover, the minimal polarized projective embedding of ∆ n is unique, by Cardinali, De Bruyn and Pasini [6] . Since dim(ε It remains to prove that ι n−1 is injective. By way of contradiction suppose that ι n−1 (Z 1 ) = ι n−1 (Z 2 ) for two distinct point Z 1 and Z 2 of ∆ n−1 . Let d = d(Z 1 , Z 2 ) be the distance between Z 1 and Z 2 in the collinearity graph of ∆ n−1 . By the above, Z 1 and Z 2 are non-collinear, namely d > 1. Since G acts distancetransitively on the set of points of ∆ n−1 , we have ι n−1 (Z) = ι n−1 (Z ′ ) for any two points Z, Z ′ ∈ ∆ n−1 at distance d. Take now two collinear points Z 1 and Z 2 of ∆ n−1 . Then ι n−1 (Z 1 ) = ι n−1 (Z 2 ), by the above. On the other hand, there exists a point
. We have reached a final contradiction. ✷
Proof of part (2) of Theorem 4
Let n = 3 and F be perfect. We recall that, in view of Theorem 1, ε
andε 3 /N 3 ∼ = ε gr 3 can be proved by straightforward calculations, writing down explicit expressions for ε sp 3 and ε vs 3 and computing coordinates or equations for all objects involved here. However, these calculations are too cumbersome to be exposed in a perspicuous way. We prefer to adopt a different strategy, exploiting more syntetic arguments as far as possible.
According to [8, Theorem 1.3] and claim (2) [7] ).
Lemma 3.10
The section K 2 /K 1 is an irreducible G-module.
Proof. As noticed above, K 2 /K 1 hosts ε sp 2 . Namely K 2 /K 1 is isomorphic to the 14-dimensional module V 2 for Sp(6, F) ( ∼ = G) contained in the exterior square V ∧ V of V = V (6, F) (see the proof of Theorem 1.3 of [8] ). The module V 2 is irreducible, as one can see by using the main result of Premet and Suprunenko [21] , which also holds in characteristic 2, by Baranov and Suprunenko [1] . ✷
Lemma 3.11
We have
Proof. We have N 2 ⊆ K 2 by claim (3) of Theorem 3. On the other hand,
In order to go on we need to recover K 1 inside V (2λ 3 ). Let L be the Lie algebra of G = Spin(7, F) and let α 1 , α 2 , α 3 be the three simple roots of the root system of type B 3 . We recall that 2λ 3 = α 1 + 2α 2 + 3α 3 (see e.g. Humphreys [16] ). Let v 0 be a vector of V (2λ 3 ) of weight 2λ 3 and let x −α3 be a non-zero element of X −α3 , where X −α3 is the 1-dimensional subspace of L associated to −α 3 . Let v 1 := x −α3 v 0 . Then v 1 has weight λ 2 = α 1 + 2α 2 + 2α 3 . It is straightforward to check that the submodule G(v 1 ) of V (2λ 3 ) spanned by the G-orbit G(v 1 ) of v 1 is isomorphic to V (λ 2 ). Whence it is 21-dimensional. One can also check that V (2λ 3 ) does not contain any 21- 
Regarded K 2 as a copy of V (λ 2 ), the vector v 1 is a vector of V (λ 2 ) of weight λ 2 = α 2 + 2α 2 + 2α 3 . Let v 2 := x −α3 x −α2 v 1 . Then v 2 has weight λ 1 = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 . It is straightforward to check that the submodule G(v 2 ) of V (λ 2 ) spanned by the G-orbit G(v 2 ) of v 2 is isomorphic to V (λ 1 ). Whence it is 7-dimensional. One can also check that V (λ 2 ) does not contain any 7-dimensional G-submodule different from G(v 2 ) . On the other hand,
Suppose that N 2 = K 2 . By the first paragraph of this proof,
By (4) of Theorem 3 the mapping ι 2 is a projective embedding of ∆ 2 in N 2 . By [8, Theorem 1.5(1)], the embedding ε 2 : ∆ 2 → V (λ 2 ) is universal. Therefore ι 2 is a quotient ofε 2 , namely N 2 is isomorphic to a quotient of V (λ 2 ). Thus K 2 admits a submodule N such that
does not admit any 6-dimensional submodule. We have reached a contradiction, which forces us to conclude that
However this is false, as one can check. We have reached a final contradiction. Therefore N 2 = K 2 ✷ Proposition 3.12 We have ι 2 ∼ =ε2 and ε
Proof. Both claim immediately follows from Lemma 3.11. ✷ Lemma 3.13
Proof. We keep the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.11. We have N 3 ⊆ K 1 by (3) of Theorem 3. As K 1 /K 0 is irreducible and does not split as a direct sum of two submodules, either
We know that ι 2 ∼ =ε2 (Proposition 3.12). Accordingly, for a 1-element X of ∆ we can recover n QX = ι 1 (X) in K 1 = V (λ 1 ) as the nucleus of the quadric ε 2 (Q * X ), where Q * X is the dual of Q X , namely Q * X = Res(X) with elements of type 2 and 3 taken as points and lines respectively. It is implicit in the proof of Lemma 3.11 that ε gr 2 ∼ =ε2/K0. The embeddingsε 2 andε 2 /K 0 induce the same embedding on Q * X . Hence ε gr 2 (Q * X ) is still a quadric. Its nucleus is equal to n QX , K 0 /K 0 . It follows that n QX = K 0 . Therefore N 3 = K 1 . ✷ Proposition 3.14 We have ι 1 ∼ =ε1 and ε Proof. The isomorphism ε vs 3 /N 3 ∼ = ε gr 3 immediately follows from the fact that N 3 = K 1 (Lemma 3.13). Turning to ι 1 , recall that the points of ∆ 1 bijectively correspond to the 1-dimensional subspaces of V (λ 1 ) contained in a G-orbit of a given highest weight vector v 2 of V (λ 1 ) (the symbol v 2 is inherited from the proof of Lemma 3.11). Let A be the point of ∆ 1 corresponding to v 2 , put Q * A := Res(A) (notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.13) and let n A be the nucleus of the quadricε 2 (Q * A ). Let G A , G v1 and G nA be the stabilizers of A, v 1 and n A respectively in G. We have G A = G v2 by our choice of A. On the other hand G A ≤ G nA , whence G A = G nA by the maximality of G A in G. Thus
So, the points of PG(V (λ 1 )) in the G-orbit of v 2 bijectively correspond to the points of ∆ 1 as well as to those of ι 1 (∆ 1 ) in such a way that a point g(v 2 ) of PG(V (λ 1 )) with g ∈ G and a point of ∆ 1 or ι 1 (∆ 1 ) correspond if and only if they are stabilized by the same subgroup of G. However, ι 1 (∆ 1 ) sits in PG(K 1 ) and the G-modules K 1 and V (λ 1 ) are isomorphic. It follows that, for every line l of ∆ 1 , the image ι 1 (l) of l is mapped by the isomorphism K 1 ∼ = V (λ 1 ) onto a line of PG (V (λ 1 )) . Since isomorphism of modules are realized by means of invertible linear transformations, ι 1 (l) must be a line in PG(K 1 ) too. Thus, ι 1 ∼ =ε1. ✷ Along the way, we have also proved that V (2λ 3 ) ⊃ N 1 ⊃ N 2 ⊃ N 3 ⊃ K 0 ⊃ 0 is a composition series for the G-module V (2λ 3 ). The proof of (2) of Theorem 4 is complete.
Proof of claim (5) of Theorem 3
Let n ≥ 3 and F be perfect. When n = 3 claim (5) of Theorem 3 is contained in part (2) of Theorem 4. Assume that n > 3. Given an {n − 3, n − 1}-flag {X, Y } of ∆, let l X,Y be the line of ∆ n−2 determined by {X, Y }, namely l X,Y = {Z ∈ ∆ n−2 |X ⊂ Z ⊂ Y }. The upper residue Res + (X) of X is a building of type B 3 , with {n − 2, n − 1, n} as the set of types and l X,Y is a line of its (n − 2)-grassmannian. So, we can apply part (2) or Theorem 4 to Res + (X), obtaining that the mapping induced by ι n−2 on Res + (X) maps l X,Y bijectively onto a projective line of PG(N 3 ).
In order to prove that ι n−2 is a projective embedding of ∆ n−2 in N 3 it remains to show that ι n−2 is injective. This can be proved by the same argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.9 to show that ι n−1 is injective. We leave the details for the reader.
Universality
Veronesean embeddings and 3-generation
Let Γ = (P, L) be a point-line geometry. We say that a subset S of the point-set P of Γ is a 3-subspace of Γ if S contains every line l of Γ such that |l ∩ S| ≥ 3. Clearly, intersections of 3-subspaces are 3-subspaces. So, we can consider the 3-span X (3) Γ of a subset X ⊆ P, defined as the smallest 3-subspace containing X. We say that X 3-generates Γ if X Proof. Clearly grk 3 (Γ) ≤ |P|. On the other hand, let V = V (|P|, 2), let B be a basis of V and ν a bijection from P to B. Then ν is a veronesean embedding of Γ. Hence grk 3 (Γ) = |P|. ✷ Note that the embedding ν mentioned in the proof of Proposition 4.1 is absolutely universal (in the class of all veronesean or projective embeddings of Γ).
In the next proposition we consider a situation completely different from that of Proposition 4.1.
Proof. The claim that grk 3 
is essentially the same as [8, Lemma 4.11] while the inequality grk 3 
follows from the fact that the usual quadric veronesean map of PG(d, F) has dimension equal to d+2 2 . These two inequalities combined together yield the equality grk 3 (PG(d, F) 
The next result has been proved by Thas and Van Maldeghem [24, Theorem 1.6] under the assumption that F is finite, but it is also an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2. Moreover, it holds for any field F = F 2 . 
Proof of Theorem 5
Let n = 2. Then ∆ 2 is isomorphic to the generalized quadrangle W (3, F) of symplectic type and ε spin 2 is just the natural embedding of W (3, F) in PG(3, F). Thus, ε vs 2 is nothing but the veronesean embedding of W (3, F) induced by the quadratic veronesean map ν 4 : V (4, F) → V (10, F), where W (3, F) is regarded as a subgeometry of PG(3, F). As for the group G = Spin (5, F) , we may regard G as the same group as Sp(4, F), since Spin(5, F) ∼ = Sp(4, F).
Let F = F q for a prime power q > 2. We assume q > 2 in view of Proposition 4.1. Throughout this subsection we use the following shortened notation. We write Γ for W (3, q), ν for ν 4 and we denote by ε the veronesean embedding of Γ induced by ν, namely ε = ν • ι where ι is the inclusion of Γ in PG(3, q). Let ⊥ be the collinearity relation of Γ. We recall that, given a non-collinear pair of points {a, b} of Γ the set {a, b} ⊥⊥ is called a hyperbolic line of Γ. In order to avoid any risk of confusion, we shall call the lines of Γ isotropic lines. We recall that PG(3, q) and Γ have the same set of points. The lines of PG(3, q) are the isotropic and hyperbolic lines of Γ.
The embedding ε is a G-homogeneous embedding. Letε : Γ → V be another G-homogeneous embedding of Γ such that a linear mapping π : V → V (10, q) exists satisfying the following: π •ε ∼ = ε and G stabilizes the kernel K := ker(π) of π. Clearly, the linear hull of ε satisfies the above conditions.
In order to prove Theorem 5 we only must prove that if q is odd and greater than 3 then π is an isomorphism, namely K = 0. In other words, if K = 0 then either q is even or q = 3. Thus, for the rest of this section we assume that K = 0.
We have dim(ε) = 10 since Γ and PG(3, q) have the same set of points and dim(ν) = 10. Hence dim( V ) = dim(K) + 10 > 10 by the assumption that K = 0.
For every isotropic line l of Γ the projection π induces an isomorphism from ε(l) to ε(l) . Henceε(l) is a conic for every isotropic line l of Γ. For a hyperbolic line l of Γ, put d := dim( ε(l) ). Asε is G-homogeneous by assumption and G is transitive on the set of hyperbolic lines of Γ, the dimension d does not depend on the choice of the hyperbolic line l. Clearly, d ≤ q + 1. Moreover d ≥ 3, since the projection ofε onto ε maps ε(l) onto ε(l) and ε(l) is a conic in PG(9, q). The group G has two orbits on the set of pairs {l, m} of hyperbolic lines, depending on whether l ∩ m is either empty or a point. Hence for a pair {l, m} of hyperbolic lines the dimension of ε(l) ∩ ε(m) only depends on whether l ∩ m is empty or a point. In the sequel we are mainly interested in the case where l ∩ m is a point. For a pair {l, m} of hyperbolic lines intersecting in a point we put δ := dim( ε(l) ∩ ε(m) ) − 1. 
. By projectingε onto ε we get ε(a) ∈ ε(l) ∪ ε(m) . However, this is false, as one can see by a direct computation. Therefore d ′ = 2d − δ, as in case (1) of the lemma. Let d = q + 1. Then we need only one point of ac \ {a, c} besides a and c in order to span ε(ac) . If that point is not mapped byε into X a,l,m then we are in case (2) . ✷ Let a and b be two non-collinear points of Γ. The dimension dim( ε(a ⊥ ) ∩ ε(b ⊥ ) ) does not depend on the choice of the non-collinear pair {a, b}, since G is transitive on the set of pairs of non-collinear points of Γ. Note that 
Proof. Let a, b and c be three pairwise non-collinear points of Γ, with c ∈ {a, b}
. However a direct computation shows that this is not the case. Hence dim(X a,b,c ) = 2d Every point x ∈ {a, b} ⊥⊥ ∪ {b, c} ⊥⊥ ∪ {c, a} ⊥⊥ belongs to a line l as above. Hence every such point is mapped byε onto a point of X a,b,c . Thus X a,b,c contains the images of all points of Γ except possibly those of ({a, b} 
On the other hand, dim( ε(Q) ) can also be computed as follows. Given two hyperbolic lines l, m ∈ R * (possibly m = l ⊥ ) we can generate each of ε(l) and ε(m) with d points chosen fromε(l) andε(m) respectively. Moreover 3 points chosen from the conicε(l 0 ) are enough to span the plane ε(l 0 ) . Since every line of R meets each of l, m and l 0 in distinct points, the above 2d + 3 points are sufficient to span ε(Q) . On the other hand, ε(l 0 ) ∩ ε(l ∪ m) = 0, as one can easily check. Hence dim( ε(Q) ) = 2d + 3 − δ l,m , where δ l,m := dim( ε(l) ∩ ε(m) ). Therefore 2d + 3 − δ l,m ≤ 6 + d, namely d ≤ 3 + δ l,m . However, d = 3 + δ 0 , where δ 0 := dim(K l ) and K l = K ∩ ε(l) . (Note that δ 0 does not depend on the choice of the hyperbolic line l, since G is transitive on the set of hyperbolic lines and stabilizes K.) It follows that δ 0 ≤ δ l,m . However,
By this inequality and the inequality δ 0 ≤ δ l,m previously proved we get δ 0 = δ l,m . Hence
So far, we have proved that K l = K m for any two hyperbolic lines l, m ∈ R * . Let ≡ K be the equivalence relation on the set of hyperbolic lines where l ≡ K m when K l = K m . By way of contradiction, suppose that the relation ≡ K is not the trivial relation, namely it admits at least two classes. Then the classes of ≡ K are imprimitivity classes for the group G. Each of them contains at least q − 1 hyperbolic lines, contributed by a regulus like R * , and it is partitioned in pairs of mutually orthogonal hyperbolic lines. Since q > 3 by assumption, each class of ≡ K contains at least two pairs of mutually orthogonal hyperbolic lines. It follows that the stabilizer in G of a pair {l, l ⊥ } of mutually orthogonal hyperbolic lines is non-maximal. However, such a stabilizer is indeed a maximal subgroup of G (compare Kleidman and Liebeck [19] , table 3.5.C, C 2 ). Therefore ≡ K has only one class, namely K l = K m for any two hyperbolic lines l and m.
Put K 0 := K l , where l is any hyperbolic line. By the above, K 0 does not depend on the choice of the hyperbolic line l. Let l and m be two intersecting hyperbolic lines. Then ε(l)
We shall now prove that K 0 = K. Let a be a point and l and m two hyperbolic lines contained in a ⊥ . Note that l ∩ m must be a point. By the proof of Lemma 4.5, the subspace {ε(a)} ∪ε(l) ∪ε(m) is either equal to ε(a ⊥ ) or it is a hyperplane of ε(a ⊥ ) . If the latter case occurs, then ε(n) ⊆ {ε(a)} ∪ ε(l) ∪ε(m) , for any hyperbolic line n contained in a ⊥ but not passing through the point l ∩ m. On the other hand ε(n) is generated by K n = K 0 together with theε-images of any three points a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ n. We may choose a 1 , a 2 , a 3 different from the intersection of n with the line through a and l ∩ m. Moreover, K 0 ⊆ {ε(a)} ∪ε(l) ∪ε(m) . Hence ε(n) ⊆ {ε(a)} ∪ε(l) ∪ε(m) , contradicting the assumption that {ε(a)} ∪ε(l) ∪ε(m) is a hyperplane of ε(a ⊥ ) . Hence {ε(a)}∪ε(l)∪ε(m) = ε(a ⊥ ) . As a consequence, dim( ε(a ⊥ ) ) = 2d−δ = 6+δ. By the proof of Lemma 4.6, dim( V ) = 3d − 2δ + 1 = 10 + δ. If follows that
It remains to prove that G acts trivially on K. Let l and m be two mutually orthogonal hyperbolic lines and G l,m the stabilizer of l and m in G. Then G = A × B where A ∼ = B ∼ = SL(2, q), A acts faithfully on l and trivially on m while B acts faithfully on m and trivially on l. Accordingly, A acts trivially on ε(m) and B acts trivially on ε(l) . As K ⊆ ε(l) ∩ ε(m) , both A and B act trivially on K, namely G l,m acts trivially on K. Thus, G acts unfaithfully on K. However G is simple. Hence it must act trivially on K. ✷ In view of the final proposition of this section, we need a lemma on the action of the group SL(2, q) on the projective line PG(1, q). We denote the points of PG(1, q) by a ∞ and a λ where a ∞ = (1, 0) and a λ = (λ, 1) for λ ∈ F q . Let SL(2, q) {∞,0} , SL(2, q) {∞,0} and SL(2, q) {∞,0,1} be the stabilizers in SL(2, q) of the ordered pair (a ∞ , a 0 ), the unordered pair {a ∞ , a 0 } and the triple {a ∞ , a 0 , a 1 } respectively. Assuming q odd, let F On the other hand, for any pair (s, t) ∈ F 2 q \ {(0, 0)}. It now follows from (3) that the projective plane e 1 , e 2 , e 3 contains at least 2 + (q − 1)/2 points of L, namely p 1 = e 1 , p 2 = e 2 and the (q − 1)/2 points v(a, b) for a/b ∈ F ✷ q . Choose a non-square η ∈ F ♦ q . For every µ ∈ F ♦ q there exists an element λ ∈ F ✷ q such that µ = ηλ. By (14) , f (µ, 1) = f (η, 1). If f (η, 1) = 0 then f (s, t) = 0 for every pair (s, t) ∈ F 2 q \{(0, 0)}. In this case (3) shows that e 1 , e 2 , e 3 contains the whole of L. This contradicts the hypothesis that S = L is 4-dimensional. Therefore f (η, 1) = 0 and e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∩ε(l) = {p 1 , p 2 } ∪ { v(λ, 1) } λ∈F ✷ q . Clearly, the action of G l on L is isomorphic to the action of SL(2, q) on PG(1, q). We can choose an isomorphism π between these two actions in such a way that π(a ∞ ) = p 1 , π(a 0 ) = p 2 and π(a 1 ) = p 3 , where a ∞ , a 0 and a 1 are as stated in the paragraph before Lemma 4. , where p λ := v(λ, 1) . Let −1 be a square. By claim (3) of Lemma 4.8, the projective plane e 1 , e 2 , e 3 contains the point p µ for some µ ∈ F ♦ q , contrary to what we have proved in the previous paragraph. Therefore −1 is not a square. By (2) of Lemma 4.8 and since {p λ } λ∈F ✷ q is contained in the projective plane e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , the set {p λ } λ∈ηF ♦ q is contained in the plane e 1 , e 2 , v (−1, 1) . Moreover, G l is transitive on the set of pairs {{p, p ′ }, p ′′ } for p, p ′ , p ′′ distinct points of L. Clearly, it is also transitive on the set of unordered triples of points of L.
We can now define the following point-block structure Λ on L: the points of Λ are the points of L and the blocks are the intersection X ∩ L, for X a projective plane of PG(3, q). Since G l is transitive on the set of triples of points of L, the structure Λ is a 3-(q + 1, k, 1) design with k = 2 + (q − 1)/2 = (q + 3)/2. Let N be the number of blocks of Λ. Then Since N is an integer, q + 3 divides 8q. Namely q + 3 divides 24. Recalling that q is a prime power and q > 3 by assumption, the above divisibility conditions force q = 9 or q = 5. However, −1 is a square in either of F 5 and F 9 , while we have previously proved that −1 cannot be a square. We have reached a final contradiction. ✷
Proof of Theorem 6
Let n = 2. As remarked in the previous subsection, ε spin 2 embeds ∆ 2 as W (3, F) in V (4, F). As in the previous subsection, we put Γ = W (3, F), ν = ν 4 is the quadric veronesean map from V (4, F) to V (10, F), the embedding ι : Γ → V (4, F) is the inclusion of W (3, F) in PG(3, F) and ε := ν • ι, but now F is a possibly infinite field of characteristic 2. Clearly ε, regarded as an embedding of ∆ 2 , is isomorphic to ε for suitable scalars λ j ∈ F such that the form j∈J λ j x 2 j induced byq on e j j∈J is totally anisotropic. Needless to say, J = ∅, J ∩ {1, 2, 3, 4} = ∅ and |J| + 4 = dim( V ). If F is perfect then |J| = 1, otherwise |J| > 1 (see e.g. De Bruyn and Pasini [15] ; we warn that if F is non-perfect the set J can even be infinite). In any case, dim( V ) ≥ 5.
It is convenient to give the set I := {1, 2, 3, 4}∪J a total ordering, say ≤. We do not make any assumptions on ≤ but the following: the ordering ≤ induces on the set {1, 2, 3, 4} its natural ordering and i ≤ j for any j ∈ J and i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Let W be the subspace of V ⊗ V generated by the vectors v⊗v and v⊗w+w⊗v for v, w ∈ V . The set B ver := {e i ⊗ e i } i∈I ∪ {e i ⊗ e j + e j ⊗ e i } i,j∈I,i<j is a basis of W . Letν be the quadric veronesean map of V in W , defined with respect to the bases B and B ver of V and W . Thenε :=ν •ι is a veronesean embedding of Γ in the hyperplane H of W described by the following equation: (Needless to say, coordinates are taken with respect to B ver .) It follows that dim(ε) = dim(H) = dim( W ) − 1 (= dim( W ) when the latter is infinite). The projection π : V → V (4, F) ofι onto ι naturally lifts to a linear mapping π ver : W → V (10, F) which maps H onto V (10, F). Also, π ver •ε = ε. Hence π ver is a morphism fromε to ε. As dim(ε) = dim( W ) − 1 ≥ 14 > 10 = dim(ε), the embedding ε is not relatively universal.
Proof of Theorem 7
Let n > 2 and let F be a perfect field of characteristic 2. Then the spin embedding ε spin n is not relatively universal. Indeed, since F is a perfect field of characteristic 2 the building ∆ can also be regarded as a building of type C n . Accordingly, ∆ n also admits the embedding ε sp n defined at the end of Subsection 1.2. As remarked there, the embedding ε spin n is a proper quotient of ε n−2 , F) and let W n be the subspace of V n ⊗ V n generated by the vectors v ⊗ v and v ⊗ w + w ⊗ v for v, w ∈ V n . Letν be the quadric veronesean map from V n to W n and putε :=ν • ε sp n . As in the previous subsection, one can show that ε vs n is a quotient ofε. Let now X be an (n − 2)-element of ∆ and Q X the quad of ∆ n formed by the elements of ∆ of type n and n − 1 incident to X. Then ε sp n (Q X ) is a generalized quadrangle of orthogonal type in a 5-subspace of V . Therefore, as shown in the previous subsection, the veronesean embedding induced byε on Q X is 14-dimensional. On the other hand, ε spin n (Q X ) is a generalized quadrangle of symplectic type in a 4-subspace of V (2 n , F). Consequently, ε vs n induces a 10-dimension embedding on Q X . It follows that ε vs n ∼ =ε. Therefore ε vs n <ε. Theorem 7 is proved.
